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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to analyze behavioral of the main character in the film. The main character Harry in the film Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire. The main behavior is seen from actions and emotions that are based on environment. Harry's character is a genius, all problem he goes make him developing charge of character and mental psychology. Problems do not only come from oneself but also from the environment and mental condition. Behavior that affects people around him, including himself. The impact of Harry's character behavior leads to psychology and sociology, especially in mental psychology, Harry's character becomes main character of each problem and plays a major role in the development of his own behavior. The main character is always entangled with his complicated behavior which makes him weak with his friends and environment, in the end the main character can develop even better. The purpose of this study is to provide information about the behavior of the main character which has been analyzed from the point of view of psychology and sociology.
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INTRODUCTION

Literature can be interpreted as a reference used in the world of education can be interpreted used in receiving certain information. Literature is sources of information that can be used as a reference by its users. In other words, literature does not have to be in the form of writing, but can also be in the form of films, recordings and other objects that can provide useful information.

Many people love literature. One of them that will be discussed is the type of fantasy narrative film. An idea that is unique because it involves an event, character and background. This film series by Mike Newell "The Harry Potter" provides an example of classic fantasy literature. In contrast to science, fiction films that have a certain level of scientific truth as the main content make the audience feel as if they are entering another world, where this is not possible in real life.

In English, literature plays a very wide role in the field of quality scientific work. Literature has branches that become the basis for analyzing a work or reading one of which is psychological view and Sociology of the main character. Literature will be influenced by competence in academic fields, national contexts, institutions, cultural values and experiences. On the other hand observation from a psychological point of view examines the behavior of a person's social life or social processes that can be observed directly and indirectly. Behavior is the influence of the surrounding environment that causes a change in attitude. This
makes the importance of behavior in the study of literature which is used as an object of research on the characteristics of a character. Therefore the author is interested in the content of the film's story and in conducting research based on the background of the film Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire directed by Mike Newell.

Harry Potter is a fourteen year old protagonist and hero. He is well known in the wizarding community for having warded off the curse of Voldemort's most powerful black wizard. Even though this incident happened when Harry was a baby, Harry manages to reverse the curse and take Voldemort's powers. Harry lives under a curse that no other wizard can survive. Harry became an orphan. He lives with his aunt, uncle and cousin.

Harry's fame was shaped by his desire to live up to his fame. He avoided special treatment, flattery and praise. He tries to live a normal life. He has friends and foes. Harry differed from other wizards in his courage and loyalty. Even though Harry risked his life to fight a dangerous force. He lives boldly in situations with the belief that someone will help him through life in situations.

This study discusses An Analysis Behavior of Main Character in Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire films. The limitation of the research from the study of psychology and sociology on the behavioral is by mentioning the characteristics and influences of the main character. Based on this research it is hoped that readers will be interested in knowing more about problem solving. These problems are: In this research, the questions that will be asked are: (1) How does behavior affect the psychology of the main character?; (2) What is the impact of the main character's behavior on his friends?

LITERATURE REVIEW
Behavior occurs from the point of view that comes from actions, emotions and the environment into individual habits. All human actions directly or indirectly as a form of personality, temperament and genetic results that appear to change when experiencing stages of life then affect individual. Behavior can show a personal style and character of human morals. Sometimes based on social action based on human or social activities.

According to (Rogers, 2013) Behavioral intention refers to motivational factors that influence behavior from the point view of a person's stronger intention. More intentions behavior is performed. In referring to intentional behavior, attitude is one of components that form a person's behavior. Behavioral intentions can be based on attitudes. Behavior greatly affects personality example having a different way of thinking from other people. Personality is an individual characteristic. Personality behavior is very stable but has an effect on emotions. Personal behavior is divided into individual behavior groups and individual behavior in organizations.

According to (Vivekananda, 2001) Personality development implies progressive identification with higher dimensions of personality. A person identified only with physical dimension without exercising his higher mental faculties lives not far different from animals whose pleasure and pain restricted to sensory system.

The occurrence of a social behavior is the result of interactions between same species and affects one another. This social behavior belongs to a category of social interactions that often carried out between people which results in an aspect of communication. Individual behavior in groups is behavior that is influenced by a group while individual behavior in organizations is a form of interaction between individual characteristics and organizational characteristics. Each individual in organization will behave differently from one another. The relationship between personal group and organizational behavior is a forum for social behavior that affects people's identities.

The occurrence of a social behavior is result of interactions between same species and affects one another. This social behavior belongs to a category of social. Interactions are often carried out between people which results in an aspect of communication.

1. Behavior in Sociology
Sociology is systematic study of society and social interactions. Sociology identifies patterns of culture and social forces and determines how they affect individuals and groups. Develop ways to apply their findings to the real world” (Gordon, Stewart, Glynn, Knuckman, & Dabaghian, 1978).

2. Social Behavior
According to (Ajzen, 2005) attitude is a disposition that responds unfavorably to objects, people, institutions or events. Social behavior is an
individual's attitude in socializing in general in everyday life. Behavior can affect a person's actions in socializing which ultimately causes a problem. Every human being reflects different behavior and responds to others depending on everyday situations. Every human behavior acts differently from other people. Identify social characteristics consisting of: roles, sociometry, and expressions.

3. Personal Behavior

According to (McShane & Von Glinow, 2010) Personality is a pattern of thought, emotion, behavior that is relatively long characterizes a person, along with the psychological processes behind these characteristics. Personal behavior is called individual behavior. A form of response to situational self-behavior under certain conditions in showing emotions, expressions and others. Personality and experience are sometimes followed by abilities, beliefs and other needs. Personal behavior contributes to real behavioral actions and refers to social acceptance in interpersonal which is shown to other individuals. The characteristics of personal behavior, consisting of: Physical, Social and Psychological.

4. Behavior Intention

Attitude refers to emotions, beliefs and behaviors towards a particular object, person, thing or event. Attitudes often occur as a result of one's own experiences or intentions. Attitudes have a strong influence on behavior that sometimes changes. Behavioral intentions are a combination of attitudes and behavior based on a person's actions, feelings, mentality and perception of what he sees. Intentional behavior, attitude is one of components forming a person's behavior. Intention to behave can be based on attitude.

5. Behavioral Psychology

According to (Oxenham, 2014) Psychology is different from natural sciences such as chemistry. Behavioral psychology is behaviorism that influences shape of human behavior. Basically, psychological behavior is an analysis of a person's behavior based on his environment which is connected from mind which then becomes a habit. In psychology, habit refers to a process that acts automatically can be through one's actions appearance in behavior. Behavioral psychologists study interaction of thoughts, emotions, perspective perception and behavior. In the field of research, behavioral psychologists examine a person's psychological problems from positive side to healthy ways of behavior. Behavioral psychology has three Thoughts, Feelings and Self-Confidence. Three aspects become a person's psychological habits into behavior can have an impact on self-awareness, even though it includes social interaction.

6. Psychology Awareness

Ideas and consciousness are essentially representational. Extraordinary doctrine because it is always and quite a lot. The general wisdom of consciousness involves two distinct and fundamental elements, namely thoughts and sensations. (Pockett, 2013). Consciousness is a perceptual state. The ability to understand, feel, know or be aware of events. Consciousness in psychology is the perception of a thought form. Literally psychological awareness is an accurate result of something that is felt known and used as a match for one's behavior. Awareness can be in the form of behavior because of ability to understand feelings that occur at any time, including the emotional basis that can be monitored so that self-understanding arises.

7. Classification of Psychology Behavior

According to (Watson, 2005) Behave in a situation and response. Human behavior can be divided into several types. The general type of psychological behavior that can be possessed by humans through stimuli. Common types of behavioral psychology. Behavior is the basis of the view of all human actions, including directly as a form of personality, temperament and genetic results that appear to change during stages of life. This type of behavior classification greatly evaluates and understands a person's behavior based on environment that is connected from thoughts that become habits.

8. Behaviorism Perception

According to (Watson, 2005) Behaviorism on the contrary, holds that the subject matter of human psychology is the behavior or activities of the human being. Behaviorism claims that "consciousness" is neither a definable nor a usable
concept; that it is merely another word for the "soul" of more ancient times. Behaviorism is a flow of behavior that refers to the psychological side of a person and has an impact on everything he does, including actions, mind and feeling. Behaviorism focuses on behavioral perspective of human consciousness and sensitive stimuli then cause reactions. It should be noted that behaviorism is influenced by sociological and environmental side. Behavioral perspective in behaviorism is social behavior directed and can be observed good and bad attitudes which occur from an influence that causes someone to behave.

9. Behaviorism Influence

According to (Watson, 2005) Behavior occurs as a result of encouragement from the environment, feelings and thoughts which later become a person's sociologist. Behaviorism is formed from the nature of psychology and sociology as a personality type that produces various actions and behaviors. Factors influence a person's actions are related to personality, emotions, mental health and experiences. These things can stimulate a person's behavior change divided into three sections: Individual, General Social and Environmental. Behavior change is the effect process of human change that is realized from what is experienced as well as from environment. The magnitude of influence in perception of people who experience it to others and the perception of influencing behavior through individual performance based on one's self-confidence and self-ability.

All behaviors that based on personality are shaped by the experience. The following are basic characteristics of personal or individual behavior.

- Biographical characteristics, including age, gender, marital status and occupation.
- Self-ability, consisting of two human intelligences namely intellectual abilities and physical abilities.
- Personality, origin of set of characteristics of a person and the tendency of general traits in behavior.
- Learning, is a relatively permanent learning of behavior that comes from experience.
- Ascendant sign, identification of individual potential.

METHOD

This study discusses about An Analysis Behavior of Main Character in Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire films Directed by Mike Newell. Harry's character is a character who tends to be a genius. He gets into trouble that can make him a character that develops and responsible in terms of character and mental psychology. Harry's character becomes a brilliant main character from his sense of responsibility for problems he experiences despite problems not only from himself but from the environment and mental states of various characters to the way. He behaves towards people around him. Including himself. The character's behavior forms the character's mental state.

1. The Unique Behavior in story

Harry was returned to his fourth year semester at Hogwarts after had a nightmare about The Dark Lord Voldemort and his followers. Harry and his friends watched The World Cup Quiditch tournament. After the match was over the Dark Lord's followers started attacking the camp. Later Harry and his friends arrived at Hogwarts School at which time the Triwizard tournament was announced, which eventually brought other schools to participate in the match. The Triwizard tournament was announced which eventually brought other schools to participate in the match. The Dark Lord's followers started attacking the camp. Later Harry and his friends arrived at Hogwarts School at which time the Triwizard tournament was announced, which eventually brought other schools to participate in the match. Drumsstrang and Beaux batons. Meanwhile a man named Alastor "Mad Eye" Moody appears as a new teacher at Hogwarts School.

One of the rules was announced that students under the age of seventeen were not allowed to enter the tournament. They were interested in including their name in the Goblet of Fire. Three students were announced as champions, Cedric from Hogwarts, Viktor from Drums rang, and Fleur from Beaux batons then the Goblet of Fire issued the name of the fourth person. Harry Potter who was still a minor even though harry explained that he didn't write his name but he was hated by many people. The tournament starts from the first one where the four champions have to fight with the
dragons to get the golden egg. Harry gets the golden egg after taking egg from the formidable dragon. The school throws a party in the middle of the tournament. Harry and Ron are almost having a hard time finding a dance partner except for Hermione. Cedric as a fellow champion informs Harry of his next clue where Harry gets a hint that his friends have been kidnapped and taken back. Finally, the final task in the big tournament with The Triwizard trophy. The first to touch the cup is the winner. Harry and Cedric manage to touch the goblet but they are tricked and Cedric dies. After a duel with the Dark Lord Voldemort, Harry manages to escape and retrieves Cedric's body. After everyone returns to know that Cedric is dead. Harry is brought into the office by Alastor. Alastor's appearance changes and explains to Harry that he was the one who put his name in the Goblet of Fire. Alastor is captured by Dumbledore and Snape. Instantly turning into an impostor as a spy for the Dark Lord. Finally, the tournament ended and everyone left.

2. Analysis of Character
Analyzing the main character in the Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire films, Harry's character research from psychology and sociology studies to behavioral perspectives. There are two problems. They are "How the behavior affects the psychology of the main character" and "the impact of the main character's behavior on his friends".

3. Behavior Affect Main Character Psychology
Behavior that affects the psychology of the main character during his life at Hogwarts. Analyzed that the behavior that occurs in the psychology of the main characters in the Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire films. There are several types of behavior that affect the psychology of the main character.

a. Voluntary Behavior


(Duration: 33:48-34:43)

This scene shows the main character Harry experiencing problems that affect him. In the analysis that the main character suffers. Although the behavior is voluntary but silent which means the main character does something of his own free will and then affects his psychological state which encourages the character to take action voluntarily but feels restless after participating in the tournament. Voluntary behavior is actually very dependent on what the individual does as well as Harry's character, this behavior is enough to make Harry's character who previously behaved as an aristocrat to be an impulsive person.

b. Molecular Behavior

The main character experiences a change in behavior. Judging from the scene in picture number
two previously the main character experienced voluntary behavior that made him impulsive but in picture number two the main character experienced a change in behavior and led him to molecular behavior where he became very sentimental without thinking when he was hated by his friends, Ron. Changes in the behavior of the main character in the film become a little aggressive even though previously they did not show such behavior in the main character, this is an assumption that the influence of molecular behavior has a moderate impact on psychological conditions of the main character.

d. Overt Behavior

The main character experiences a psychology behavior this is included in overt behavior a kind of behavior that is seen physically in terms classification of psychology. The main character experiences feelings of nervousness and embarrassment when he meets a girl named Cho and performs an obvious behavior. The writer finds that overt behavior in the main character is based on emotion and is carried out openly on the other hand this behavior comes from an individual style that causes self-change in the main character and becomes a behavior that affects his psychological condition.

4. The Impact of the Main Character Behavior to his Friends

The impact of the main character's behavior on his friends. The social behavior carried out by the main character has a big impact because the main character is very aware of his behavior towards his friends. This does not make the main character get the urge to do more in behavior. There are several good and bad effects of the main character's behavior.
a. Adverse effects
The main character's friends get bad influence from his behavior. He proves that he can show bad behavior towards his friends.

✓ Social

Figure 5. Harry friend’s talks to him

Supporting dialogue:
Hermione: “Ronald would like to tell you, that Dean told him...- that Dean was told by Parvathi that Hagrid looking for you”
Harry: “Is that right? W-what?”
Hermione: “Dean is told by Parvathi that- Please don’t make me say again. Hagrid looking for you.”
Harry: “Well you can tell Ronald.”
Hermione: “I’m not an owl!”

(Duration: 46:15-46:30)

The main character previously had a great argument with one of his friends but Harry was very stubborn to Hermione who spoke to him. The main character's stubborn affects the character's friendship so that his friends get annoyed with him, so the main character's behavior is based on his social situation after participating in the tournament so that the main character's emotions are irregular and cause impact that results as annoyance from his friends. On the other hand, the main character's behavior is also based on his own friends feeling who think that the main character is an arrogant person.

✓ Environment

b. Good Impact
The main character friends gets a good influence from his behavior, he proves that he can show good behavior towards his friends.

Supporting dialogue:
Finnegan: Come on Harry what’s the clue?
Harry: Who’s want me to open it?
People: Yes!
Harry: You want me open it?
People: Yes!
Ron: Bloody-hell was that!

(Duration: 1:03:19)

Looking at the main character wins a prize from his first challenge in the movie which is a golden egg. The main character is cheering and showing off his gifts to the crowd but his friend Ron doesn't like Harry's sudden rise to fame and popularity. Harry is too happy with what he has achieved in early stages of the tournament and has not yet gone to the other two stages that he is not aware of the main character shows arrogant behavior to his friend and makes his friend annoyed but finally his friend understands what he is going through?
Ron: “Bloody-hell. Bloody-hell ... What are ... Those? And those?”
Harry: “My dress robe.”
Ron: “That’s were right. No lace, no touching color.”
Harry: “Well, I think your robe is traditional”
Ron: “Traditional? They ancient.”

(Duration: 1:15:03)

The sympathetic humble and social influence of the main character to his friend seen in this scene. The main character tries to convince his friend who is not confident while wearing old-fashioned clothes for the dance party held by his school, that his clothes look good. Main character’s social behavior of the character is based on the emotions he thinks about his friends, making him a positive person who is humble character.

Individua

![Figure 8. Dive into the lake](image)

The social behavior of the character shows him likes to help selflessly even though the main character does not recognize the girl but he still helps her from the bottom of the lake. The main character makes his determination and shows a social behavior by helping his friends and other people he doesn't know. On the other hand, the character also ventures to dive into a deep lake which turns out to helping none other than the sister of one of the tournament champions.

Advantages Value

The main character gets an advantage from his behavior towards his friends, he proves that he can show good behavior towards his friends. The main character also strengthens his friendship with other tournament participants who are trusted and respected by his teachers.

Disadvantage Value

The main character acts or performs an action all components in his body function starting from the mind, heart, even emotions. The main character conveys feelings to the mind heart to real behavior that shows that behavior. The character's behavior is trapped by these thoughts or emotions can poison oneself or bring positive things arrogant and stubborn nature of the main character can trigger negative energy in his body. The consequences can lead to various problems.

On the other hand, the other effects on the main character's friends based on environment have a very different effect. Environment which is the core of social behavior. The main character is known to like to hang out with his friends but because of the problems he faces, the character's behavior changes from environmental factors and tries to influence his friends.

The form of this impact is based on the main character's personal behavior, the impact of the main character's behavior has characteristics that can be accepted by his friends so that the main character's behavior can adapt to take advantage of existing potential. That mental health is influenced by events in life that leave a big impact on the personality and behavior of the main character. Identify the characteristics of the main character's personal behavior to his friends.

Ascendan Sign

![Figure 9. Hermione ask Harry’s condition](image)

(Duration: 54:45)
This pattern is included in identification of roles, where the main character has the potential to show himself as a person who struggles to maintain his position in command to his friends. For example the main character has low confidence in participating in the tournament.

**Independent Belief**

![Figure 10. Duel](image)

(Duration: 2:08:25)

The individual roles of the main characters are free from the restraints of others. The main character doesn't hold back too much. He is brave and doesn't depend too much on his friends so that he can progress to develop. For example the main character fights Dark Lord Voldemort without help. The impact of the main character's behavior greatly affects his friendship with his friends.

**CONCLUSION**

Harry Potter and The Goblet of Fire is a movie with a sci-fi theme. In this movie Harry as the main character must participate in The Triwizard Magic Tournament which is held at his school in his fourth year. Harry's character is a character who tends to be a genius, he gets problems that can make him a character who develops and is responsible in terms of character and mental psychology. The writer considers Harry's character to be a brilliant main character from his sense of responsibility for the problems he experiences, even though the problem’s factor is not only from himself but also from the environment and mental conditions of various characters to the way he behaves towards the people around him including himself. So the character's behavior is an instrument for forming the mental condition of the character in character.

The behavior that is made by the main character affects what he does and the circumstances of his environment. The main character himself plays a major role in the development of his own behavior. He did a behavior that had an impact on his psychological condition and the impact of his behavior on his friends. The behavior of the main character also gives a social tendency in the form of things that can be accepted by others. The tendency is the tendency of the role where the character plays a role in the obligations he has and the continuous sociometric with trust in others makes the writer judges the main character as a person who upholds the moral value of the results and what he does to his surroundings.

Looking at the data above shows that the behavior of the main character in the film has a big impact are:

1. Social behavior makes the character's mental characteristics develop.
2. The character's behavior towards his friends makes him a humble person.
3. Presence of psychology behavior character trains a responsible commendable person.
4. The character becomes aware of problems he faces as well as from his psychology.

It can be believed that the behavior of the main character is very good for his condition both from social and psychological conditions of character. For the first solution, behavior does cause some problems but we can know that psychological condition of person who behavior nor good or bad behavior. Besides that, behavior can make it easier to make choices and accept yourself.

The main character's behavior should not cause many problems even though social behavior can be very emotional and selfish but it does not complicate the story. The characteristics of the main character are very emotional in behavior. In the film, the main character is always entangled with his complicated behavior which makes him a weakness with friends and a good environment main character can develop even better.
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